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Gravitas

2014-03-06

have you ever wondered why some people earn attention and respect when they speak and others don t the secret to their success can be summed up in one word gravitas in this
revolutionary new book leading voice coach and speaker caroline goyder reveals how to speak so others will listen through simple techniques to build your natural gravitas you
will learn how to express yourself clearly with passion and confidence to persuade influence and engage listeners by being grounded in your values and capabilities you will gain the
authority needed to make people sit up and pay attention each chapter guides you step by step through practical techniques and exercises to give you the skills for great
presentations productive meetings and persuasive pitches you ll overcome anxiety learn how to deal with difficult people and feel calm and in control when public speaking an
essential tool for the modern workplace gravitas will transform the way you think about yourself and your powers of communication

Lead And Succeed

2012-01-09

divwhether you re heading a fast growing department starting your own business or helping merge two fortune 500 companies you need the confidence to know you are leading well
and operating from a foundation of solid leadership principles div

How to Develop Self-confidence and Influence People by Public Speaking

1956

offers hundreds of practical and valuable tips on influencing the important people in your life your friends your customers your business associates your employers cover p 4

How to develop self-confidence and influence people by public speaking

1973

this book offers insight into how to secure manage and effectively research funding in the changing order of global economy and competing research priorities

Navigating Research Funding with Confidence

2019-12-02

convinced that public speaking fears outranked all other fears the authors combined their years of teaching novice speakers to set forth their techniques for reducing apprehension
and sharpening communication performance skills the three basic techniques stressed are cognitive structuring or attitude change relaxation techniques and skills training all of the
topics addressed herein are intended for students in basic speech communication classes some of the topics are the process of communication assessing yourself as a communicator
improving attitudes and reducing apprehension preparing and delivering a public speech improving skills in group discussions as well as in all types of social relationships first
published by harper and row in 1986
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How to Develop Self-confidence and Influence People by Public Speaking

1963

the truth is that although there are a few unicorns out there who seem to be able to get any room eating out of the palm of their hand the rest of us have to practice but honestly
that s okay because all you need is the right resource so you can take the steps that make this possible don t think you ll ever be lucky or fortunate enough to stumble across such
a seemingly mythical book think again my friend because you can get everything you need to know to boost your social and people skills into the stratosphere with a single volume
guide that covers all you need to know and how do i know because i m the one who s going to introduce you to that exact resource right this instant you ll soon learn how to
have a conversation that works without getting into a fight how to become the best version of yourself via communication how to make discussions better how to approach a
challenging person in conversation simple and simple methods for having talks that are productive how to avoid communication issues with your group of people how to communicate
when feeling strongly and a lot more even if you feel that you currently completely lack the interpersonal skills to deal with tense and difficult situations or defuse a hot
conversation the extensive research that went into this guide and the practical applications and exercises will develop and cultivate your ability to master any hurdle in a
relationship with your family friends your spouse or the boss

Speaking with Confidence and Skill

1989

this book will appeal to the vast number of people who find presenting difficult or frightening because they have not had the proper coaching by virtue of its logical structure all
encompassing content and clear but engaging writing it will take the terror out of presenting on any occasion not only does it teach you how to present with impact and confidence
in a business context it will also guide you through the everyday challenges of communicating in every way from speaking at weddings to impromptu speaking in an informal setting
everything in life is a presentation and this book shows you how to overcome nerves and anxiety to bring the wow factor to your presentation as companies increasingly regard
public speaking as an essential management skill the demand for books that offer sensible practical advice will continue to grow as a readable stimulating title full of knowledge
that can be put into use straight away present with impact and confidence will have popular and enduring appeal not got much time one and five minute introductions to key principles
to get you started author insights lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success based on the authors many years of experience test yourself tests in the
book and online to keep track of your progress extend your knowledge extra online articles at teachyourself com to give you a richer understanding of presenting things to remember
quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts try this innovative exercises illustrate what you ve learnt and how to use it

How to Develop Self-confidence & Influence People by Public Speaking

2023*

every presentation you make whether to 6 or 6 000 is an opportunity to advance your ideas and your career speak with confidence gives you the tools and techniques you need to
make the most of that public speaking opportunity or that business presentation you will learn how to establish rapport with any audience present with passion and persuasion
organize your ideas for maximum impact plan your presentation structure quickly add anecdotes to improve retention tell great stories to engage listeners and drive home your point
memorably use vocal variety think on your feet to handle tough question and answer sessions with credibility use visuals to support rather than sabotage your message perfect
your presentation with the finishing touches that keep your audiences engaged from start to finish communication guru and internationally recognized speaking coach dianna booher
delivers hundreds of powerful battle tested strategies and presentation tips guaranteed to transform even the most fainthearted professional into a riveting public speaker or
business presenter dianna has earned the highest distinction in the professional speaking industry having been inducted into the prestigious speaker s hall of fame successful meetings
magazine has also named her to its list of the top 21 speakers for the 21st century in speak with confidence dianna shares the ideas and expertise that she has taught at more than
half of the fortune 500 companies the same speaking skills can help you take your career to the next level
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Conversation Skills: How to Talk to Anyone With Confidence Charisma and Influence (Keys to Healthy Communication,
Manage Relationships and Foster Team Spirit)

2015

how to develop self confidence and influence people by public speaking also offers hundreds of practical and valuable tips on influencing the important people in your life your friends
your customers your busines associates your employers cover

How to Develop Self Confidence and Influence People

2010-09-24

more than 60 million books sold in the teach yourself series no more knocking knees present with confidence in any situation not only does present with impact and confidence teach you
how to present with impact and confidence in a business context it will also guide you through the everyday challenges of communicating in every way from speaking at weddings to
impromptu speaking in an informal setting everything in life is a presentation and this book shows you how to overcome nerves and anxiety to bring the wow factor to your
presentations includes the expertise of teach yourself s most successful business authors in the field of presenting and personal impact famous speeches and presentations that bring
techniques and concepts to life along with activities case studies anecdotes and diagrams one five and ten minute introductions to key principles to get you started lots of instant
help with common problems and quick tips for success based on the authors many years of experience tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress quick refreshers to
help you remember the key facts

Present with Impact and Confidence: Teach Yourself

2002-12-23

everyone from those starting out in their first real jobs to experienced leaders in the senior ranks of organisations have moments days months years even when they question their
ability to face challenges when their confidence feels threatened no one is immune to bouts of insecurity at work but this doesn t have to hold you back with consistent effort and
the courage to take a risk you can gradually expand your confidence and with it your capacity to build more of it but it s not enough just to feel confident you have to do the
work in the power of real confidence michelle sales provides the linkages to why confidence is critical to leadership success at both the individual and team level and give practical
ways to build confidence in an authentic way for sustainable success

Speak With Confidence!

1989-11-01

based on studies of the use of management consulting financial consulting legal services and it services this book sheds light on how needs in organizations for management advice
services are constructed and why certain service suppliers are given trust to deliver

How to Develop Self-Confidence and Influence People

1996
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with over 30 years experience in helping people successfully change their lives for the better paul mckenna ph d is perfectly placed to help program your mind to learn the universal
principles of influence this accessible guide offering simple tips and exercises for change and including a free hypnotic trance download is all you need to communicate in a more
persuasive and engaging way and change your life in ways you never thought possible what people are saying love it would strongly recommend reader review this is a brilliant book
really has made a difference to me the exercises are simple and easy to follow and more importantly make complete sense reader review possibly his best book yet reader review mckenna
what more can i say the book has helped me reader review do you want more success do you want to be more popular do you want to stop people taking advantage of you do you
want things to go your way more often do you want to get the people you like to like you then this book and audio download are for you paul mckenna has spent years researching
human influence what makes people do things and the secrets of charisma and likeability he has created a formula an easy to learn system that in an ever changing world will help you
communicate more eloquently and effectively this book will give you the edge whether you want to get ahead in business romance or life showing you the language and techniques
used by the most persuasive people in the world in an ethical and easy to understand way in addition the book comes with a free hypnosis audio download which uses the latest
psychological techniques to release your natural influence and charisma each time you listen you ll be re programming your mind to get you more of what you really want
important if your device supports it you will find audio and or video in this ebook if your device does not follow instructions to save the materials directly to your computer or to
stream via your smartphone or tablet

Teaching with Confidence

2011-05-12

if you are ready to claim what you want in your life i am here to effectively transform your leadership skills to help you achieve your wildest dreams and goals in this 5 in 1 box set
you ll find tactics and strategies of highly effective leaders and golden rules for succeeding for those who hustle this bundle includes book 1 how to be an effective leader develop
leadership skills and build effective teams book 2 leadership skills guide to developing leadership skills or 7 habits of the leader in me book 3 public speaking the public speaking fear
cure how to overcome public speaking anxiety with training and tips to speak up with confidence book 4 golden rules of networking the art of successful self promotion book 5 why
90 of startups fail starting small business for dummies these books will transform you into the best version of yourself even if you failed before get your copy now

Present with Impact and Confidence: A Teach Yourself Guide

2022-01-01

many people worry about public speaking and how hard it is to prepare for a presentation speaking on zoom or interacting with others through public speaking fear of judgement and
worry about making mistakes can turn the whole process into something that everyone dreads just the thought of having an audience spend time staring at you judging your words
and asking questions that you do not know the answers too can be enough to make your head turn you want to impress but may question whether you are able to bring in the
expertise and confidence that is needed to make this a reality anyone can become great at public speaking no matter how their past with communication has gone this guide will teach
you the skills and techniques you need to finally give a great speech and impress everyone in your audience here s what you ll learn in this ebook how to avoid filler language that
distracts from the message the importance of body language to help you present well while avoiding negative body language that makes public speaking hard how to properly do the
research so you have plenty of topics for your speech making you the most knowledgeable person in the room how to use vocal exercises to help with pronunciation and more the
power of a pause and why you should choose to use them in your speech how to speak on a zoom or other online medium in our modern world the importance of practicing to help you
get better and better building up the confidence that you need and much more

The Power of Real Confidence

2005

navigate inflation keep valuable customers increase profits as you read this inflation is steadily and not so slowly eating into your profit margins simultaneously your sales teams
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are using discounts and rebates as crutches to help them close sales even as this habit threatens the profitability of your business in the newly revised second edition of pricing with
confidence ten rules for increasing profits and staying ahead of inflation world renowned pricing consultants and thought leaders reed k holden and jeet mukherjee deliver a compelling
argument against the conventional view that there is a tension between revenue growth and profit growth in the book you ll learn how your firm can enjoy both even as it stays
ahead of inflation the authors also explore the importance of a sound pricing strategy to protect profits how stellar analytics and quality metrics can help you set the perfect
price innovation as the life blood of organizational growth how to set sales team and customer expectations keep valuable customers and achieve value from technology building
your selling backbone to prepare for tough negotiations and draft profitable rfps a can t miss update to one of the most valuable pricing resources on the market today pricing with
confidence belongs in the libraries of pricing managers executives founders entrepreneurs independent professionals and anyone else expected to help their organization grow revenues
while simultaneously improving margins

Dealing with Confidence

2017-05-02

this textbook offers an accessible and comprehensive introduction to statistics for all undergraduate psychology students but particularly those in their second and third years
who have already covered an initial introductory course it covers all of the key areas in quantitative methods including sampling significance tests regression and multivariate
techniques and incorporates a range of exercises and problems at the end of each chapter for the student to follow the free cd rom with tutorial modules complements and enhances
the exercises in the text offers scope for distance learning and makes both the traditional and non traditional approaches much more accessible key points of the book a

Instant Influence and Charisma

2020-02-10

have you ever wondered why some people are more confident and why they seem to achieve more in life would you like to increase your self esteem love yourself more boost your
emotional quotient eq and adversity quotient aq and be more confident on a day to day basis if the answer is yes this book is meant for you imagine yourself in these scenarios in a
meeting with a group of strangers trying to get to know each other for the first time some people in the group bound to be more confident they speak up first they lead the team they
possibly dominate the conversations to keep the team s momentum going in a big meeting room someone walks into a room filled with people you could feel the person s confidence
charisma charm and naturally he or she attracts the attention of others like a magnet he or she seems to send an aura of confidence law of attraction you may think that these
people are naturally born with high self esteem and are extremely self confident let me assure they are not born this way the good news is that self esteem and self confidence can be
developed and trained self awareness self acceptance self image self esteem are some key fundamentals building blocks to developing and strengthening self confidence bulletproof
confidence unlocked is packed with winning formulas to help you hack confidence and provides you with a simple step by step guide with 20 quick confidence hacks for you to increase
self awareness self esteem most importantly you need to take action to practice get noticed achieve bulletproof confidence aware inspire empower bulletproof confident unlocked
skye king

How to Influence People, Lead with Confidence & Succeed

2021-10-26

self confidence is needed in every part of life be it from standing in public or making any announcement in public carnegie harbored a strong love and passion for public speaking from a
very early age and was very proactive in debate in high school he went to the warrensburg state teachers college and later onwards became a salesman for armors and company in
nebraska he also moved to new york in the pursuit of a career in acting and gave classes in public speaking at the young men s christian association it became an instant success and
subsequently became one of the biggest bestsellers of all time it sold more than 10 million copies in many different languages
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Speak With Confidence - Level Up Your Confidence Speaking in Front of People So You Can Captivate And Influence

2022-10-11

build your communication confidence and master the ability to inspire your audience in speak with confidence overcome self doubt communicate clearly and inspire your audience keynote
speaker author and executive communication coach mike acker delivers a practical and hands on playbook to building the confidence you need to nail your next presentation speech
virtual talk or social media post in this proven pathway to becoming a capable and confident speaker you ll discover how to combine your identity message and skills into one
persuasive package the author explains how to uncover your identity define your message and develop your skills and techniques to become a master communicator from overcoming
imposter syndrome to eliminating a victim mentality you ll explore concrete methods for improving your presence and ability to take command of a room you ll also find the elements
of a confident message including a personal investment in the topic you re discussing strategies for overcoming limiting beliefs that hold you back and artificially reduce your ability
to lead ways to understand your audience and learn to hone in on the place where your purpose intersects with your audience s needs an essential new strategy guide for anyone
seeking to improve their ability to speak to a group speak with confidence is the public speaking blueprint you ve been waiting for

Pricing with Confidence

2000-01-28

new next generation nclex rn exam style case studies on the evolve website provide drug calculation practice for the next generation nclex examination new increased number of
clinical reasoning exercises builds students critical thinking skills with a focus on preventing medication errors new thoroughly updated content includes the latest health canada
approved medications current drug labels the latest research canadian statistics commonly used abbreviations and recommended practices related to medication errors and their
prevention new a z medication index references the page numbers where drug labels can be found new tips for clinical practice from the text are now available on evolve in printable
easy reference format

Statistics with Confidence

2017-10-22

do you want to be able to talk to people with confidence and charisma always know what to say even in difficult situations easily make small talk become an effective
communicator and leave a great first impression if that s the case this book will finally help you get there the perfect solution if you want to improve your conversation skills
become more charismatic and talk to anyone with confidence john cadence london todaythere s not a lot of people who are natural social butterflies able to get along with anyone
most of us have to learn communication skills along the way and there s no shame in that if you don t want to get left behind by people you need to master the subtle skills of
social engagement charm charisma and genuine interest in hearing what others have to say will open so many doors for you the skills this book will teach you can change everything
lisa stewart sydney news march 2020this book is a comprehensive and studious guide to conversation skills and confidence building based on actual scientific research it breaks down
all concepts so that even a social beginner can find their way through and apply the great advice john porter and amy green have written the ultimate guide to improving your
conversation skills fast with ease and most importantly with fantastic results brad thompson businessman and authoreffective communication helps in the workplace with partners
it helps you make new friends and ultimately can lead to a happier and more successful life

Bulletproof Confidence Unlocked

2021-03

how to say no with confidence effective strategies for saying no is a practical and empowering guide that equips readers with the tools and techniques to assertively decline
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requests set boundaries and prioritize their own well being saying no is a valuable skill that many struggle with leading to stress overcommitment and compromised personal growth
in this book you will discover the importance of saying no learn to overcome the challenges associated with it and reap the benefits of confidently asserting your boundaries from
saying no to your boss to navigating social obligations this book offers practical advice real life examples and actionable strategies to help you communicate your boundaries
with grace and assertiveness whether in personal or professional settings learning how to say no effectively will empower you to prioritize self care nurture healthy relationships
and create a life that aligns with your values and aspirations embark on a journey of self empowerment and discover the freedom that comes with saying no confidently

How to Develop Self-Confidence & Influence People

2022-11-30

embarking on the journey of fatherhood dad 101 a comprehensive guide to navigating fatherhood with confidence is here to guide you through every step of the way from preparing for
the arrival of your little one to building a strong relationship and navigating parenting challenges this book covers it all with practical advice expert tips and heartfelt insights
you ll learn how to embrace your new role with confidence and joy whether you re a first time dad or adding to your family dad 101 is your essential companion for the rewarding
adventure of fatherhood

Speak with Confidence

2021-02-13

people buy people which means that managing our presence and profile is critical we are constantly meeting and speaking to people who are short of both time and attention by
exploring the concepts of energy to increase presence and story structure to bring content alive and make it concise accessible and memorable edie lush and charlotte mcdougall offer
a practical guide for beating nerves and building the foundation for real self awareness and confidence how to speak with confidence in public will help you build your presence and
profile and explore techniques to help you present yourself your personality and your messages in a confident personable and compelling way wherever you are and whoever you are
talking to what you ll learn a heightened awareness of what effective and engaging communication looks and sounds like practical techniques to immediately help you come across
with more confidence and authority a practical methodology to help you prepare and structure your content and bring it to life nerves how they can affect us and what to do
about it

Gray Morris's Calculate with Confidence, Canadian Edition - E-Book

2020-06-08

this book is aimed at anyone who sometimes needs help with everyday writing situations no matter what it is you ll find out how to write and set out your documents this book
filled with heaps of helpful information will ensure that whatever you write you will get the result you want

The Conversation Skills Guide

2023-06-24

are you fed up with trawling round networking events that take vast amounts of time for little return do you feel queasy stepping into a room of total strangers to represent
yourself or your business then this is the book you ve been waiting for networking is something that can really improve our career prospects but it is something that many people
actively dread with advice on how to conquer your nerves ask the right questions find out about the right events and work out which ones to avoid this book offers a
straightforward approach to networking that will build confidence in basic skills as well as tips to hone the skills of the most seasoned networkers
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How to Say No with Confidence: Effective Strategies for Saying No

2016-09-08

if you need to be in the know in no time at all business express will get you from beginner to brilliant in the blink of an eye this fast focused and carefully crafted ebook will help you
pick up all the essential knowledge you need to know about presenting all in the shortest possible time learn just when you need to or well in advance read it at your desk or on the
move dip in and out or start from scratch it s all up to you but however you use it you ll quickly feel more confident competent and better equipped to make things happen and keep
moving ahead save time it s quick and easy to read get smart just the essential knowledge you need feel good watch your confidence grow business express know how in no time it ll
only take about 30 minutes for you to get up to speed on one of these other great business express subjects too seach by title download your copies and start knowing more in no
time managing your time productively developing your influencing skills delegating effectively managing upwards successfully persuasive communication leading your team through
change making effective decisions managing performance and appraisals managing difficult situations and discussions negotiating with confidence writing compelling reports and
proposals presenting with confidence how to be assertive effective mentoring coaching effectively managing productive meetings motivating your team embracing diversity within your
team effective problem solving interviewing with confidence

Dad 101: A Comprehensive Guide to Navigating Fatherhood with Confidence

2003

a favorite among entrepreneurs speak with confidence sell with authority is a book for those who both hate and love sales with over 30 years experience jane m powers uses her
straightforward big hearted style to guide thousands in transforming their message to money from any platform with her speak to profit formula after decades of successful
speaking coaching and perhaps most of all her real life experience founding and running multi million dollar businesses jane appreciates that success is truly about the power of your
message learn to speak with confidence and sell with authority from any platform whether it is video podcasts the big stage webinars or networking events turn your message to
money with big impact and generate big income whether it is an audience of 1 or 1 000 for 7 seconds or 7 hours deliver a powerful heartfelt influential message in just 17 5 seconds
that will have the audience sit up and pay attention like never before learn to influence others and mobilize your ideal clients to take action with a simple formula discover how to
connect capture and close your ideal client time and time again with authenticity and confidence many people are not closing the sale because they cannot speak the buyer s language
speak with confidence sell with authority shows you how to identify not only your c o r e code but the c o r e code of your buyer being able to speak the right language of your
ideal clients will close them time and time again understand how to overcome the toughest of objections and get them to their yes

How To Speak With Confidence in Public

2009-01-01

do you want to be an effective confident leader do you want to make an impact on those whom you lead do you want to make things in you organization and in your life happen do
you want to develop confident leaders do you want to be like a magnet that draws others to you who want to follow you then this book is for you leading with confidence will
help you to understand the power of confidence develop leadership skills in yourself and others develop successful leaders accomplish great things in your organization be the one
who others look up to have a can do attitude grow your organization effortlessly start leading and developing others with confidence today

Write with Confidence

2014-09-24

no longer do people want to hire the perfect speaker now they want to know that they will like you personally the great thing is that you can use your website to give them access
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to all these images and information about you and your speaking career one of the most practical not theory books on public speaking and presentation skill written for novice to
advanced speakers there is a chapter for everybody from defeating fear and anxiety to finding your winning style to memory technique to remember your speech writing style used is get
to the point every page includes new information what i learned found and discovered if you are just getting started with your public speaking this book will give you the ability to
do it right from the gate if you are a more seasoned speaker looking to jump start your speaking gigs it will definitely give you a few nuggets that you can implement today

Network with Confidence

2018-05-04

when you know what to say and how to say it people listen find your powerful voice and step into leadership speak with impact every day you have an opportunity to use your
voice to have a positive impact at work or in your community you can inspire and persuade your audience or you can distract and put them to sleep presentation styles where leaders
are nervous ramble and robotic can ruin a talk on even the most critical topics as your performances become weak your career prosects start to dim to get ahead and make an impact
you need to deliver well crafted messages with confidence and authenticity you must sound as capable as you are public speaking is a skill not a talent with the right guidance
anyone can be a powerful speaker written by former opera singer turned ceo and tedx speaker allison shapira speak with impact unravels the mysteries of commanding attention in any
setting professional or personal whether it s speaking up at a meeting presenting to clients or talking to large groups this book s easy to use frameworks examples and exercises will
help you engage your audience through storytelling and humor use breathing techniques to overcome stage fright strengthen and project your voice by banishing filler words uptalk
use effective body language and build your executive presence compose a clear message and deliver confident authentic presentations learn to conquer fear capture attention
motivate action and take charge of your career with speak with impact

Business Express: Presenting with confidence

2022

how to talk to anyone do you find yourself freezing up when speaking in public afraid that your words might fall flat have you ever struggled to connect with someone on a deeper
level leaving interactions feeling shallow and unfulfilling does the thought of networking events fill you with dread discover the secrets of magnetic communication in this
empowering guide in how to talk to anyone you ll explore proven techniques to overcome the fear of public speaking and communicate with impact strategies for creating authentic
connections that transcend surface level conversations the art of networking without the anxiety turning every event into an opportunity for meaningful connections envision a life
where your words resonate leaving a lasting impact in every conversation how to talk to anyone empowers you to 1 the dreaded public speaking moment imagine standing before a
crowd feeling the weight of their expectations how to talk to anyone provides practical solutions for overcoming the fear of public speaking allowing you to captivate any
audience 2 superficial conversations and missed connections have you ever left a conversation feeling like you only scratched the surface this guide offers insights into creating
authentic connections that resonate transforming your interactions from mundane to meaningful 3 networking anxiety picture yourself at a networking event surrounded by
strangers and struggling to initiate conversations how to talk to anyone equips you with strategies to navigate networking events confidently turning them into platforms for
personal and professional success discover on a journey to transform your social interactions how to talk to anyone offers practical steps and actionable strategies including
seven days of focused exercises to master social connections real life scenarios with step by step solutions for common communication challenges proven techniques to build lasting
confidence and influence in all areas of your life open the door to a world where your words resonate and others listen unleash the power of confident communication and master the
art of social influence with how to talk to anyone your journey to empowered connections starts here click the buy button now and step into a future of confident charismatic
communication

Speak With Confidence Sell With Authority

2018-03-15
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how genes influence behavior takes a personal and lively approach to the study of behavioral genetics providing an up to date and accessible introduction to a variety of
approaches and their application to a wide range of disorders and modeling a critical approach to both methods andresults this second edition includes additional biology content to
help students understand the biological foundations of the field while maintaining an appropriate focus on the main issues of relevance to psychology students updates coverage of
genomic technologies and their applications and covers awider range of disorders including autism spectrum disorder eating disorders and intellectual disability a new final chapter
guides students through a range of quantitative approaches using worked examples that relate directly to cases and examples used earlier in the text and addresses currentissues
arising from debates around reproducibility the online resources that accompany this book include for students multiple choice questions for students to check their threshold
knowledge data sets for students to manipulate so that they can apply what they have learnedfor lecturers figures and tables from the book ready to download

How to Develop Self-Confidence & Influence People By Public Speaking

2020-07-14

Leading with Confidence

2018-10-16

Charisma

2023-12-06

Speak with Impact

2020-01-23

How to Talk to Anyone

How Genes Influence Behavior 2e
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